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Changing of the guard
Robin Malan, editor of one of SACEE’s most prestigious projects –
English Alive – will be standing down from this position later this
year.
When Robin was awarded 2014 English Academy’s Gold Medal in recognition of
his services to English over a long career in education, theatre and publishing, this
is what they said about his involvement with this publication in their citation:
“In 1967, Robin was a founding editor of English Alive, an anthology of writing
from students in grade 8 to 12 and an important instrument of support for young
people’s writing in English in Southern Africa. Robin edited the anthology
intermittently for twenty years and since 2013 has been back in the editor’s chair.
‘Terrill Nicolay, Western Cape Chair of SACEE, added that publication of poetry
or prose in English Alive is ‘one of the most prestigious accolades for an aspirant young writer’ Nicolay goes on, ‘Over
the years, English Alive has become … representative of the wide
diversity of South African writing … Robin has been instrumental
in extending the range of submissions, as he has actively sought
work from schools in townships and rural areas, and among those
for whom English is not necessarily a home language. He has …
kept in contact with promising young writers …. Many have gone
on to pursue creative careers, such as novelist and Caine Prize
short-story writer Henrietta Rose-Innes, Fleur du Cap Award
playwright Nicholas Spagnoletti.’”
We would also like to take this opportunity of congratulating
Robin on the Special Award he was granted by the Zabalaza
Theatre Festival, an annual gathering of community theatregroups throughout the country.

Also retiring from her position as Chair of the Western Cape branch of
SACEE is Terrill Nicolay.
Robin, who has worked alongside Terrill for many years, paid the following tribute to
Terrill:
“In the years that I have been the editor of English Alive from 1995 onwards, I have
come to know Terrill Nicolay in her capacity as Chairperson of SACEE Western
Cape. What a lovely person to work with! Above all else, Terrill is really hard-working!
She’s always ready to take on any job, especially those that no one else seems to want
to do. She has a caring, entirely non-confrontational way of working with people. She
knows which battles are not worth fighting. Those that she cares about, she espouses
passionately. Her and Peter’s home is always open for meetings and end-of-year gettogethers. She is always thoughtful: she visits one in hospital, she brings sensible gifts,
she is genuinely pleased when one is well again. It is difficult to think of anyone who would be easier and more
pleasant to work with. She’s given SACEE Western Cape wonderful service over many years.”
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SACEE STRUCTURES
SACEE consists of a number of branches - at this stage, in the
Western Cape, the Eastern Cape, Polokwane, Pretoria, the Free State
and Border. Each branch runs a number of activities for schools in
the area. In addition, some branches are responsible for organizing
national projects. These are of the De Beer English Olympiad
(Eastern Cape), English Alive (Western Cape) and the National
Language Challenge (Border).

SACEE is governed by its Central Executive Committee (CMC),
which meets once a year at its AGM. This year the AGM took place
(as usual) at the offices of NAPTOSA in Saxonwold, on 12 May.
The United Nations Volunteer Programme comments as Each branch and each National Project is required to report on their
activities for the year and the finances of each branch and project are
follows on the concept of “volunteerism”:
scrutinized.

“People the world over engage in volunteerism for a
great variety of reasons: to help to eliminate poverty and
to improve basic health and education, to tackle
environmental issues, to reduce the risk of disasters or to
combat social exclusion and violent conflict. In all of
these fields, volunteerism makes a specific contribution
by generating well-being for people and their
communities.”

Three years ago a further structure was introduced- the National
Projects Committee (along with the inevitable acronym NAPCOM).
This committee is responsible for monitoring and coordinating the
national projects.

What exactly is “volunteerism”? It has been defined as
“the policy or practice of volunteering one’s time or
talents for charitable, educational, or other worthwhile
activities, especially in one’s community”.
This is particularly important for an organisation such as
SACEE, which is officially classified as “an Association
of Volunteers”.
We thank all those SACEE members who give of their
time and receive little or no reward other than knowing
that they serve the young people of our country.
Perhaps volunteerism can best be summed up in the
words of Winston Churchill:
“You make a living by what you get, but you make a
life by what you give.”
— DR MALCOLM VENTER, NATIONAL CHAIR

NAPCOM COMMITTEE MEETING 2017
Anne Peltason, Chairperson EC SACEE; Cheryl le Roux (National
Language Challenge); Malcolm Venter (National Chair, SACEE); Yvette
Morgan (Olympiad examiner); DianaAyliff (National Academic Coordinator, English Olympiad; Robin Malan (Editor, English Alive)
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National language
The Language Challenges—a project of the Border Branch—started in 1991 as an initiative to provide an English Language bench-marking service to schools. Over the past 25 years it has been expanded into a national initiative serving schools in all nine provinces of South Africa.

The Language Challenges started in 1991 as an initiative to provide an English Language bench-marking
service to schools and over the past 26 years we have expanded into a national initiative serving schools in
nine provinces.
In 2017 we had 29 269 participants: 45 schools entered the Grade 1 - 3 Puzzle Parades;
47 schools entered the Grade 4 & 5 Language Challenge;
47 schools entered the Grade 6 & 7 Language Challenge;
23 schools entered the Grade 8 & 9 Language Challenge;
21 schools entered the Grade 10 & 11 Language Challenge.
The overall results were as follows:
GRADE

NUMBER OF LEARNERS

NATIONAL
AVERAGE

HIGHEST
SCORE

1

2946

69,06%

24 learners scored 100%

2

3034

72,37%

54 learners scored 100%

3

3029

76,26%

3 learners scored 100%

4

3060

56,78%

1 learner scored 93%

5

3121

64,33%

7 learners scored 96%

6

3100

54,13%

1 learner scored 97%

7

2959

59,60%

1 learner scored 96%

8

2166

59,87%

1 learner scored 94%

9

2071

62,26%

1 learner scored 97%

10

2039

62,16%

2 learners scored 94%

11

1744

65,37%

1 learner scored 100%

TOTAL

29 269

Congratulations to Caitlin Laing (Clarendon High School for Girls - Grade 11) who scored 100%, and is a prizewinner for the sixth
successive year. Congratulations also to Erin Swanepoel (Grade 6) and Caitlin Hauxwell (Grade 7), both from Rustenburg Junior, who
are prizewinners for the third successive year. The Grade 6s and the Grade 7s write the same examination, and although Erin is
only in Grade 6, she scored the highest mark in the country for this paper.
We would like to thank all principals, teachers and learners from the schools who participated this year. We trust that they will find
the results informative and useful in benchmarking their school’s English Language proficiency against national norms and
averages, and, for those schools which have participated in the past, plotting and measuring their progress against previous years.

— Cheryl le Roux, Co-ordinator
Border Branch
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Selection

Robin Malan and Twanji Kalula
The 2018 edition of English Alive will be the 52nd
anthology, produced annually without a break in
production.
English Alive 2018 Staff

Co-Editors: Robin Malan and Twanji Kalula
Assistant Editors: Naeelah Kamaldien, Sharon Sheldon
Business manager: Robert van der Valk
Layout & Design: Jo-Anne Friedlander of User Friendly
Printer: Tandym
Submissions
Following last year’s decision to launch an ‘At Any Time’
campaign to encourage learners and teachers to submit
throughout the year, and avoid a rush in April and May, we
received submissions at a steady pace. Assistant editors
received their first batch of pieces to review at the end of
December 2017. Our official closing date for submissions
remained 1 April, with late entries accepted until 1 May,
because of both public and school holidays coming at
awkward times for April Fools’ Day/Workers’ Day closing
dates. Due to the success of this campaign, we will repeat it
next year. The addition of an online submission facility on our
new website should lead to more learners making use of our
‘At Any Time’ facility.
Regarding submissions for this year::
- A total number of 72 schools (or students from those
schools) submitted pieces. This is up from 53 schools last
year.
-639 submissions were received. (up 1.3% - 631 pieces were
received last year).
- All of these were submitted electronically – either by email or
through the website.
- Among the schools who submitted work are some
completely new names to us. We attribute these additional
submissions to the dissemination of the English Alive 50
anthology so generously published, printed and distributed by
Pearson SA, with the kind assistance of the various SACEE
distribution depots. This publication has continued to be a
powerful tool for the English Alive project.
We are still unable to generate a significant number of
submissions of artwork for consideration for the cover. We
have received some submissions which we are currently
reviewing. This should be finalised shortly. We have made a
note to reach out to art teachers after this year’s publication to
encourage a greater number of submissions for next year.

The 639 pieces are currently with the Assistant Editors; from
their and our selections a shortlist will emerge; from those
pieces, through discussion, the final published selection of 60-70
pieces will be drawn. All work is read and assessed anonymously.
As a piece comes in, it is given a number, and both name and
school are omitted from the copy that goes to the four selectors.
So, until the point of putting the final 80 pages together, we have
no idea who the writers are or which schools they come from.
Presentation
The quality of the presentation continues to improve. Most
students and teachers are following our Presentation Guidelines,
published each year at the back of English Alive, sent out with
our February Circular to schools, and also stated on the English
Alive website. This means that the preparation processes and
reading for assessment are greatly eased.
Literary quality
While it is always going to be variable, the quality of the writing
eventually selected is, as ever, very good; and the usual spread of
concerns appears: personal issues, love, family (usually family
dysfunction), and social concerns. Many of the themes raised this
year are reflective of the socio-political conversations that are
happening at a national level, as young people grapple with
finding their identities in our ever-changing democracy.
Publication
We look set to meet our publication date of mid-August, with a
launch event date and venue to be confirmed for mid-August.
We are also exploring the feasibility of making an electronic
version of this year’s edition available for sale on the English Alive
website. Based on the success and financial viability of this, we
may consider releasing electronic versions of previous editions.

English Alive on the SACEE website
The information on the SACEE website is excellent and very
user-friendly, thanks to the updating that was regularly done by
Lesley Todd. English Alive is in the process of supplying Lesley
with information to update the English Alive landing page.
The English Alive website
A fantastic new English Alive website was launched earlier this
year. It can be viewed at www.englishalive.org.za. The website
includes information about English Alive, the latest news from the
project and its past contributors, many images from our events,
an electronic submission facility and an online order form.
The English Alive Facebook Group
We highly recommend that you join our English Alive Facebook
group. You can do this by visiting https://www.facebook.com/
groups/34922431048/ and then clicking on the join button. It is
a great resource, and is filled with the latest information about
the work that we do and news from our past contributors.

English Alive
is a national project of the Western Cape branch of the
South African Council for English Education
BOX 23912 CLAREMONT 7735
email editorial englishalive@iafrica.com
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2018
Olympiad
- Dr Diana Ayliff,

National Academic Coordinator
Examiners: Anne Peltason, Malcolm Venter and
Tasneem Dolley
Theme: “We will remember them”
Text: The Olympiad was based on an anthology
entitled We will Remember Them, compiled by Anne
Peltason, Diana Ayliff, Malcolm Venter, Tasneem
Dolley, Yvette Morgan and Robin Malan.
The anthology comprised poetry from pre-20th
century to struggle poetry from South Africa and
also included song snippets from World Wars 1
and 11.
The Examination: The Home Language paper
was set by Anne Peltason and Malcolm Venter
and the First Additional Language paper by
Tasneem Dolley. The exam was written on
Tuesday, 6 March by 5230 candidates.

Thirteen of the top 15 at the prize-giving held at the Guy Butler Theatre in the
1820 Settlers Monument in Grahamstown on 10 July 2018
TOP 15 2018 in merit order: Keara Martino (St Mary’s School Waverley; Joshua
Jankelow (Crawford College Sandton); Camilla James (Kingswood College); Ashley
Eichstadt (Stirling High); Theodore Pauw (Jan van Riebeeck High); David Weber
(Westville Boys’ High); Louise Goethals (Jan van Riebeeck High); Holly Munks
(Durban Girls’ High); Jenna Murison (Ashton Balito College); Olwethu Sigewela (St
Martins School); Shannon Morrison (Cornwall Hill College); Emma Rogers (St Mary’s
School Waverley); Gerogina Stanley (St Stithians Girls’ School); Rebecca Behne
(Rustenburg High School for Girls. (See SACEE website for top 100.)

their expertise and time. Without this wonderful team and especially to Anne
Peltason, Tasneem Dolley, Liz Herselman, Yvette Morgan and Ricky Woods,
the Olympiad would not run so smoothly. It is a thankless task to mark this
many scripts and they do so accurately and with dedication.
My sincere thanks must also go to Dr Malcolm Venter who these past two years
has been a steadying rock for me to lean on.
Anne Peltason, the East Cape chairperson, is a treasure and without her the
whole of Eastern Cape SACEE would seriously falter. She works with
enthusiasm and compassion for the good of others.

Marking: The marking team does the bulk of the
marking during the April holidays and Alexander
Road High School remains the marking centre.
Ricky Woods continues to play a huge role in the
co-ordination of the marking team. She and her
team are to be commended for their excellent
standards.
Results: The Top 15 winners were given their
usual trip to the National Schools Festival in
Grahamstown in July with all expenses paid. The
rank order of the Top 20 was announced at the
prize-giving ceremony at the Schools Festival.
Thanks: Thanks to the English Olympiad
Officer, Prarochna Rama, and Louisa Clayton
(the former Executive Director of the
Grahamstown Foundation who will be sorely
missed). My sincere thanks go to all the Olympiad
markers who give unstintingly and unselfishly of

Dr Venter congratulates the winner, Keara Martino,
of St Mary’s School Waverley
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News from our branches
Eastern Cape Branch … Anne Peltason
This year we have had to say goodbye to our wonderful bookkeeper, Leila Aylett, whose task has been to ready our books for
presentation to the auditing firm Price Waterhouse Cooper. For some time, Leila has been complaining about her eyes and this year she
announced that she had decided to retire from the task which had become quite onerous. We were very sorry to lose her.
We were, however, very lucky to engage the services of a new Treasurer in the person of Mrs Renee Whittal, lately of PWC. Mrs Whittal
has been putting together the financials for SACEE EC since PWC agreed to audit our books pro bono. 2018 will be our last year of
grace, and from 2019 we will need to engage the services of an auditing firm to manage our financials. It is likely that we will need to
budget for a few extra thousand rands for accounting and auditing fees.
SACEE EC has two projects - the English Olympiad - reported elsewhere in this publication. The other project - The High Schools’
Speaking Challenge - was once again ably run and administered by Ricky Woods. The members all join in thanking Ricky for putting
together such a professional and elegant event., which is run behalf of the SA Speech and Drama College and sponsored by SACEE.

Border Branch … Cheryl le Roux
The Border Branch has, as ever, been extremely active in the past year, organising the following school
activities for a variety of grades:






Read Out Loud
Short Story Competition (
Public Speaking
Fun with Words
Puzzle Parade

BRIAN COOK POETRY FESTIVAL
A record number of 809
poems (Primary and
High) were adjudicated
this year.
Most learners were very
comfortable writing
about the topic
“FRIENDS”, and we
were presented with a variety of real and imaginary characters.
Many wrote about family members and peers, but there were
some delightful flights of imagination. Some of the friends were
pets, exotic animals like dinosaurs, books, music, shadows,
food, and we even had an “ODE TO A BANANA”.
Special mention must be made of Hudson Park Primary, who
had each Grade write on a different aspect of friendship: Grade
4 learners wrote on “PETS”; Grade 5s on “FAMILY
MEMBERS”; Grade 6s on “SUPER HEROES”; and Grade
7s on “FRIENDSHIPS GONE WRONG”. This led to a
wide variety of interpretations of the topic and was a very
successful approach.
Over many years the results have shown that approximately
10% of the entries receive Gold Awards, and a similar







Spelling Bee
Forum Discussion
General Knowledge Quiz
Poetry Café
Brian Cook Poetry Festival

percentage receive Silver Awards. 2018 was no exception, with
10,7% of poems receiving Gold and 11,3% receiving Silver
Awards. However, the Festival is not primarily about Awards, it
is about encouraging learners to express their thoughts and
feelings.
The Brian Cook Poetry Festival is essentially an exercise in
Creative Writing, and we would ask teachers to encourage their
aspiring poets to allow their imaginations to soar far beyond the
confines of clichéd subject matter and forced rhymes. It was
refreshing to see many learners inventing their own similes,
making use of vivid imagery, and even employing innovative and
original metaphors and figurative language. Of course, one has
to be aware of not going overboard and ending up with “silly”
rhymes and rhythms, but if learners cannot use innovative ideas
and approaches in a Creative Writing project, when will they be
allowed to express their innate creative talents and original
thoughts?
We thank all the participants in this year’s Poetry Festival for
sharing the fruits of their ideas, observations and musings.
Albert Einstein is reported to have said: “Imagination is more
important than knowledge, for knowledge is limited, while imagination
embraces the entire world and stimulates progress.” We believe that the
world would be a much more dull and drab place if we did not
have creative arts like poetry, art, drama and music to inspire and
uplift our human spirits.
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SACEE 2017 100-WORD SHORT STORY COMPETITION
In the most popular TED talk of all time, entitled “DO SCHOOLS
KILL CREATIVITY?”, British educator Sir Ken Robinson argued
that “teaching creativity is as important as teaching literacy”. While many
teachers bewail the fact that there is very little opportunity for
learners to express their creative ideas, the SACEE 100-word Short
Story Competition provides a wonderful opportunity for just such
expression.
40 schools participated in, and 442 stories were entered for, the
2017 Competition. It is a heart-warming joy to see how innovative
and original so many of our learners can be in writing about their
thoughts and their experiences. The messages behind their stories
are both informative and entertaining.
Many learners obviously enjoyed the opportunity to express themselves in writing. (One learner entered no fewer than 11 stories!)
We normally award Gold Certificates to about 10% of the entries, but this year we awarded 76 Gold Certificates (17%).
Many teachers ask to see examples of the entries, and so we have included one GOLD-WINNING story from each grade. These
are not necessarily the best in each grade, but they have been chosen to demonstrate the diversity of the topics, styles, themes and
focus.

GONE
CHRISTINA VAUDRAN - Grade 6: Auckland Park Preparatory
School
I watched her deflate like a balloon. Sadness washed over her, and her mesmerizing
smile slowly dissipated from across her face. What was once a blooming flower
turned into nothing but ashes in front of me. She turned her head and gave me a
pleading look of despair, longing for something, anything, nothing.
“Well, I should be going now,’ Susan whispered, taking one last languishing look
over her shoulder at Roxy.
“I’m terribly sorry, but at her age it is the best way to go.” The vet sighed, as he
walked back into the room.

LEAVING HER

LENA KASTNER - Grade 9: Rhenish Girls’ High School
His bags were checked in. He was leaving her behind. He got his last glimpses
of her as he boarded his flight.
He would miss everything about her. The blazing hot fire she spat when she was
mad, and her calm whispers which sang him to sleep every night in his beach
cottage. She was unique, one of a kind.
The last thing he saw was her big table. Often decked with a white table cloth,
attracting people from all over the world to come and visit her.
And then he never saw her again. His mother city.

And so, she’s gone.

NEW WORLD
MATTHEW MIAH - Grade 7: Stirling Primary School
They told my wife and me about the wonders of the new land; how it stretched
for miles and how everything grew in its rich soil.

MR INSOMNIA
SIMONE ANDERSON - Grade 10: Hudson Park High School

He visits at odd hours of the morning, arriving with matted hair drenched in
cold sweat, owning dark red lips and matching eyes; giving off the stench of
prescription pills. He fumbles into my moon-spilt room, his tea-bag eyes affecting
We had no idea of what would happen on our journey. We sold our house and his vision. He barely speaks, but his voice is soft and hoarse. He moves in a
single continuous motion, almost as though he’s completely at peace, but his
tavern, packed our bags, then boarded the ship. Hope that this land existed was
rapidly dilating pupils suggest otherwise. He perches on the end of my bed,
all we had.
clutching his knees.
Through the mist we saw our old home disappear in the distance. When we
couldn’t see the docks anymore we knew we had reached the point of no return. “Hello Mr Insomnia,” I whisper. “I see you’ve come to speak with me again.”
Only stories of the promised land lay ahead of us.

SCARS
Kerryn Hopkinson - Form 1 (Grade 8): Ashton International
College
“That’s all for today, Mariam, take a break,” my father instructed. He had
been tutoring me my whole life; furious that women’s rights had been shackled,
he decided to take matters into his own hands . . . despite the evident risks.
I was reading when I heard fierce shouts from downstairs, my blood ran cold as
I realised my schoolwork still lay on the table.
A gunshot suddenly rang throughout the air. They were merciless and heard
none of my father’s pleading cries. They didn’t even bother giving me the luxury
of death, but left me to suffer.

LITTLE CONSEQUENCE

CAITLIN LAING - Grade 11: Clarendon High School for Girls
Motionless as the waters that drowned her she lies, a pathetic sprawl on a sheet
of toilet paper.
Cause of death: bathwater. Burial: probably the dustbin.
She makes me wonder, though. If she could never think nor feel, what escaped
from her pitiful body when her tiny heart ceased to beat? Did that essence of life
go somewhere, or did it only merge with the air I’m breathing?
But I nonchalantly crumple the coffin, and place it gently next to the open
window.
“It’s just a moth,” I think to myself.
Just a moth. Just a life. Lifeless.
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Western Cape …

Terrill Nicolay

Spellcheck was written by almost
2000 Grade 8 learners from 16
different schools. For the first
time in the history of the
competition, there was a tie for
first place. Frequent winners
Springfield Convent shared top
spot with CBC St John’s Parklands, who have been snapping at
their heels for some years. Each school will hold the Spelling
Picture for two terms.
The Forum Discussions Victoria League Shield was won by
Reddam House, Constantia. Next year will mark the 50 th
anniversary of the Forums, which have been run with
outstanding dedication by Roger Graham for over 20 years. He
has indicated his intention to retire after the 2018 Forums, and
their future, both administratively and financially, will need
consideration by the branch.
A loyal core of Rambling Readers continues to read to

Mid-Vaal …
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Foundation Phase learners at four Kensington primary schools,
and they have been joined by a number of new recruits who
often fill in when readers are away, or stay to read permanently.
Readers also visited our fifth school, Holy Cross in Zonnebloem,
which underwent some staff changes which initially affected our
programme. All these schools draw children from diverse
language backgrounds, many travelling considerable distances to
attend, and are characterised by large class numbers.
I should like warmly to thank the committee: Anne Schlebusch,
Roger Graham, Hon. Treasurer Peter Nicolay, and Sue Wigham;
the Rambling Readers, Spellcheck markers (once again Marilyn
Graham has proved her exceptional expertise!) and our member
teachers for support over an eventful year. Robin Malan has been
an exceptional colleague and friend, and his contribution to
SACEE unparalleled. I indicated towards the end of the year that
I would like to step down from the chair in 2018, feeling that
after 20+ years it was time for new blood, though I was prepared
to remain on the committee and to continue to convene the
Rambling Readers.

Annastella Papageorgiou

This year the Junior Original Writing Competition for Primary
Schools was led by Miss Annastella Papageorgiou from Mondeor
Primary School. She was assisted by Mrs Robin Nell, Mr Gill
Callan, Mrs Heather Tutton, Mrs Paula De Oliviera, Miss Talita
Bedessy and the Miss Earth SA Team. .

Mark Leite and Ella-Bella from Generation Earth. Some of the
awards were presented by Irini Moutzouris (Miss Earth South
Africa 2017). Mr Digby Ricci, our guest speaker, made some
valid and valuable points about poetry writing.
In order to promote writing throughout primary schools,
winning slots have been allocated: one overall winner per grade,
four winners for Grade 3, four winners for Grade 4, five winners
for grade 5, six for Grade 6 and seven for Grade 7. However,
these may vary according to the adjudicator/s. The winning
pieces are allocated points according to their level of
achievement: three points for an overall win, two points for the
winner slot and one point for each runner-up. The merit and
participation awards are not allocated points. Each school is
allowed to submit 30 entries at R10 per entry. If disadvantaged
schools cannot afford to pay the fee, this monetary amount is
waved.
On receipt of entries, a control number is allocated to each
school. The Grade 7 entries were then submitted for judging to
Mrs Robin Nell.

The competition was sponsored by Reader’s Warehouse, The
Two hundred and eighty seven individual pieces of writing were Miss Earth South Africa Programme, Mondeor Primary, The
submitted by fifteen schools. All entrants received a certificate of Oprah Winfrey Leadership Academy for Girls, The Glen
participation, merit, runner-up or winner.
Shopping Centre and Generation Earth.
The floating trophy in memory of Mrs Beverly Liebenberg was
awarded to the school with the most winning pieces (King David
Primary School, Linksfield) and a trophy recording the top five
schools was presented to the runner-up school (Parkniew Senior)
in honour of Dr Richard Hayward, a founder of this particular
competition. The winning pieces were read by: Mr Digby Ricci,
Dr Richard Hayward, Miss Talita Bedessy, Mrs Karen Elgar, Dr

Top Five Schools:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

King David Primary School, Linksfield
Parkview Senior School
Auckland Park Preparatory School
Roedean School, Pridwin Primary School
St Mary’s School, Waverley
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Pretoria ...

Sheila Naidoo

first language or otherwise.
It has been an honour and a privilege to be associated with
SACEE for almost twenty years, especially being the chairperson I would like to congratulate and celebrate all the learners, whose
of the Pretoria branch for the past fifteen years. How quickly
writings are published in our annual booklet, as
time passes when one is enjoying the
it proudly showcases the efforts and enthusiasm
work. During this time I have met and
of the young and upcoming writers in our area.
worked closely with inspiring people parents, educators and students - who
Another highlight of my SACEE involvement
have shared my passion for the English
often occurs at the annual prize-giving
language. I have never failed to be amazed
ceremony, when parents and grandparents speak
by teachers and other selfless people
so proudly of the achievement of their child/
within SACEE, who have willingly
grandchild who finally had the opportunity to be
volunteered their time and expertise to
acknowledged among his peers and have his/her
work hand in hand with this organisation
creative writing published. This is a priceless
in its pursuit of excellence and
reward to the dedicated people who work for
empowerment of the youth, through language, in this country.
SACEE!
I can still recall the joy of the day when I took a group of
university students to various schools in Pretoria, including
Robert Hicks Primary School in Gezina and Bathokwa Primary
School in Attridgeville. We had such fun with the learners –
reading, playing word games and engaging in group activities.
Even the teachers loved the interaction and question-and-answer
sessions and discussions, while we explored simple and
practical strategies of improving the teaching of reading,
vocabulary, comprehension, creative writing and other
components of English, to learners of varying abilities, whether

Bloemfontein…

Thus I conclude with sincere thanks and gratitude to the team at
Pretoria Branch. We have had another successful year due to the
efforts of the following people: Lesley Todd, Youve Singh,
Lindsay Godfrey and Celeste Marks. Thank you for all your
support!
Sheila has retired from her position of Chair of the Pretoria SACEE Branch.
Celeste Marks has taken over as from this year. Our grateful thanks to Sheila
for almost twenty years of devoted service.

Melissa Smith

This was my first year of running the Bloemfontein SACEE league
on my own. We had a total of 9 schools from Bloemfontein that
participated. The number of teams that participated in 2017 was 34.
We also work very closely with the
Free State Schools’ Debating Board
with Mr Mohau Nthebe as the
logistics coordinator. He also helps
with setting motions and doing the
pairing for some of the rounds.
The winners of the league for 2017
were as follows:
Juniors: St. Michael’s School for
Girls
Seniors: Eunice School for Girls
In 2018 I decided to do things a little
differently. We are having 5 rounds (instead of 3) before we go into
the quarter finals. As this is currently the only English debating
league in Bloemfontein, I have received many positive comments
regarding this as it gives the learners more opportunities to debate.

We are also planning on hosting an adjudication workshop at the
end of May as we have noticed that teachers are unable to adjudicate
and this has caused somewhat of a concern in the Bloemfontein
debating community. We hope
to teach the learners and their
teachers more about debating
and we hope that the learners
especially will benefit from this.
The aim of these workshops
and debates is to not only to
build the learners’ confidence
but to also give them the
opportunity to join debating
teams when they go to
university.

We have experienced some problems with regards to the bank
account as we were unable to change the account into my name due
to unforeseen circumstances but this has now been rectified. Mrs
Megan Potgieter (Keyser) is a teacher at Brebner High School and
she has agreed to help me with the finances in the coming year.
The SACEE rounds are also used by the FSSDB to identify learners
Thank you to everyone that has helped me to make SACEE a
that will possible go through to the Provincials during the September
success in Bloemfontein.
holidays.
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DEBATING
The SACEE Debating League continues to be the biggest and
strongest league in Gauteng. In 2017, 67 schools registered for
the debating league, with 91 junior teams and 104 senior teams.

Speeches from no fewer than eleven Shakespeare plays were
performed, ranging from comedies like As You Like It to
tragedies like Othello; from histories like King John to romances like
Cymbeline; from well-known favourites like Romeo and Juliet to
lesser-known plays like Titus Andronicus and The Two Gentlemen of
Verona.

The adjudicators were delighted by the enthusiasm of the
performers and impressed by the dramatic impact of many of the
In 2017 the Creative Writing Competition attracted more than
speeches. Joshua Wilensky from King David Linksfield High
300 entries. The prize-giving was held at King David Victory
received a Merit Award and
Park. In addition to senior and junior poetry, this year the prose was commended for the
section was divided into “Essay” and “Short Story”. Jane Fox,
clarity of his performance of
the adjudicator, noted humorously at the prize-giving that not
Sonnet 18 and the Epilogue
everyone seemed to know the difference, and she had to do some from As You Like It and for
re-sorting! Nevertheless she was impressed by the high standard the anguish he portrayed in
of entries, especially from schools not formerly noted for creative Macbeth’s “Tomorrow and
excellence.
tomorrow” meditation. A
Merit Award was also
SHAKESPEARE
awarded to Austin Sadie from
CHALLENGE
Poplar Academy for his
2017 saw a new
dramatic rendering of Lady
competition held by
Macbeth’s “Unsex me” speech, then Macbeth’s incredulous “Is
the Johannesburg
this a dagger?” soliloquy and the manipulative King Claudius
Branch – the
plotting with Laertes the murder of Hamlet.
Shakespeare
Runners-up included Jeremiah Rajgopaul from Willowmoore
Challenge, a teamHigh, who convinced us, as Malcolm in Macbeth, that he really has
based quiz based on five of Shakespeare’s best known plays (A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, Hamlet, Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, Twelfth no redeeming qualities, and as Cassius in Julius Caesar, arguing for
Night) and some historical background. The final was held at the the assassination of Mark Antony, and Nikhita Herman from
Poplar Academy, who was persuasive in Mark Antony’s funeral
National Children’s Theatre on 14 September 2017.
oration, imperious as Lord Capulet in Romeo and Juliet, threatening
Eight teams took part: Will Power and the Dark Ladies from
to disown his daughter, and wonderfully mad and touching in
Assumption Convent, the Spear Shakers from Maragon Olympus, Lady Macbeth’s sleepwalking scene.
If Music be the Food of Love, Game On from King David Linksfield,
The Winners were Janique Maduray and Zainaaz Hansa from
the Milk Shakespeareans from the National Children’s Theatre,
Toil, Toil, Boil and Bubble and Three Young School Children from Lebone Willowmoore High, Arthur Muwurami from the African School
of Excellence and Samuel Hertz from King David Linksfield
from Lebone II College, and The Young Masters of Pridwin from
Primary School. Janique was a passionate and evil Tamora in
Pridwin Preparatory School (this team consisted only of Grade
Titus Andronicus and a hapless Julia in The Two Gentlemen of Verona.
3s!).
Zainaaz played the foolish love-struck Helena in A Midsummer
Questions ranged from “Who is the King of Denmark at the
Night’s Dream and a brooding Macbeth in his “If it were done”
beginning of Hamlet? (Claudius) to “Who was James I’s
soliloquy. Arthur was an utterly convincing drunken Porter in
mother?” (Mary, Queen of Scots) to “Identify the play and
Macbeth, haranguing the audience as he fixed us with his piercing
speaker in ‘Love thoughts lie rich when canopied with
gaze. Sam played a rather nasty Demetrius and then a hilariously
flowers” (Duke Orsino in Twelfth Night) to “Complete the line,
grieving Thisbe in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, as well as an
‘When shall we three meet again?’ (to which one of the Pridwin
innocent and plaintive Prince Arthur in King John.
Masters proclaimed confidently, “In thunder, lightning or in
rain!”). By the end of the evening, the winners were Toil, Toil, Boil The monologues were followed by the witches’ scene from
Macbeth performed by students of King David Linksfield. Then
and Bubble from Lebone II College, with Three Young Children of
Rosalind confronted Phebe and Silvius in As You Like It,
Lebone coming in second. NCT’s Milk Shakespeareans were third.
performed by Willowmoore High. The National Children’s
SHAKESPEARE MONOLOGUES 2018
Theatre Shakespeare Club performed the meeting of Octavius,
Mark Antony and Lepidus in Antony and Cleopatra and then
This year’s Shakespeare Monologues took place on 17 May at the
Bottom demanding to play all the Pyramus and Thisbe roles in A
National Children’s Theatre. There were entrants from six
Midsummer Night’s Dream. The evening closed with King Edward
schools, including King David Linksfield Primary and High
VII School Old Boys portraying the four foresworn-in-love
Schools, Willowmoore High, Ameerak Montessori, Poplar
nobles in Love’s Labour’s Lost.
Academy and the African School of Excellence. Each actor was
allowed to perform up to three different speeches to show their
Thank you to the South African Council for English Education
versatility.
and the National Children’s Theatre for promoting Shakespeare!
CREATIVE WRITING COMPETITION
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13th SACEE Polokwane Debating League
(PDL) Tournament
Mitchell House School hosted the 13th SACEE PDL tournament on
Saturday, 17 February 2017. The tournament was a smaller
tournament than usual because the tropical cyclone Dineo had
forced schools to close along the north-eastern parts of the Limpopo
Province. Eight schools were in attendance instead of our usual
twelve or so schools.
The senior teams debated motions about holding referendums to
ratify free trade agreements, not granting big pharmaceutical
companies patent protection, little investment in teachers restricting
universal primary education and lastly, the rise of anti-heroes in the
media.

Best Junior Speakers: Thabang Maisela, Reneilwe Seroka, Alicia Mmethie

The junior teams debated the existence of Valentine’s Day, the role
of feminism in families, the increased use of referendums and
outlawing arranged marriages.
The best speakers amongst the seniors were Mahlako Kgomoeswana
(Capricorn High School) with a 71.25% average, Gabrielle de Necker
(Eagle’s Nest Christian School) with 71% and Munaka Munyai
(PEPPS College Polokwane) with 70.75%. Phuti Senyatsi and
Thabiso Senyatsi of Northern Academy Secondary School deserve
special mention with averages of 73% and 71.25% respectively as
shadow speakers for the tournament.
The best junior speakers were Thabang Maisela (Taxila Secondary
School) with an average of 70.67%, Reneilwe Seroka (Taxila
Secondary School) with 70.50% and Alicia Mmethie (Eagle’s Nest
Christian School) with 69.33%.

14th SACEE Polokwane Debating League
(PDL) Tournament
The 14th SACEE PDL tournament took place on Saturday, 6 May
2017 at Mitchell House School and it was a big one. The tournament
drew 14 schools from different parts of the province to debate in 4
power paired rounds. The schools in attendance were Mitchell
House School, PEPPS College Polokwane, Capricorn High School,
Taxila Secondary School, Mamolemane Secondary School, Northern
Academy Secondary School, Hoërskool Noorderland, Hoërskool
Louis Trichardt, Motse Maria Secondary School, Kuschke
Agricultural School, Thengwe Secondary School, Eagle’s Nest
Christian School and Khanyisa Education Centre.

Best Senior Speakers: Mahlako Kgomoeswana. Gabrielle de Necker, Munaka
Munyai

economic development over environmental sustainability in
developing nations and leaving North Korea alone. The juniors
argued about making water free, banning children from participating
in reality television, not teaching poetry in schools and supporting
the UK’s decision to leave the European Union.
Top honours for the senior speakers went to Madzanga Ramabulana
(PEPPS College Polokwane) with an average of 71.75%, Sweetness
Thamae (Hoërskool Louis Trichardt) with 70.25% and Phuti Senyatsi
with 70%. The senior champions for the day were from PEPPS
College Polokwane with 4 wins and 897 points.

Top honours amongst the junior speakers went to Alicia Mmethie
(Eagle’s Nest Christian School) with a 71% average, Tsebo Sekole
(Capricorn High School) with 70.75% and Kganthe Legodi with
70.50%. The junior champions were from Taxila Secondary School
The senior motions looked into replacing classic poetry with modern with 4 wins and 907 points. Mitchell House School came a close
lyrics from pop music, supporting free market capitalism, prioritising second with 4 wins and 883 points.
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6th SACEE Limpopo Debating
Championship

The tournament was hosted at the Nelson Mandela University
North Campus in Summerstrand, Port Elizabeth. The debate
tournament really tested our speakers’ ability to argue for various
topics with limited preparation time. The topics covered various
subjects from the construction of public housing to bailing out
South Africa’s parastatals. Our speakers also found a new
confidence that they thought they never had, speaking to other
speakers from other lands spread across South Africa’s landscape.

Over 100 learners gathered at Mitchell House School on Saturday, 9
September 2017 for the annual SACEE Limpopo Debating
Championship. The tournament featured 4 very competitive rounds
of debating with teams pursuing the title of Provincial Champions.
The annual championship is also the tournament where selectors
identify the speakers most suited for representing the province at the The tournament had 7 preliminary rounds. One debate was
completed on the first day after our arrival with the remaining 6
national debating championship later in the year.
being completed over the next two days. This year our learners did a
Speakers were presented with two prepared motions and two
lot of walking between the dining hall and debating venues. I
unprepared motions. Senior teams had debates about regimes
commend them for staying positive throughout the experience.
destroying death camps and, the more recent, start-up culture
coming from Silicon Valley. Unprepared motions discussed gene
therapy and the administration of NSFAS. Junior teams deliberated
school uniforms allowing individuality and compelling news
organisations to function as non-profit organisations. Their
unprepared motions explored animal welfare and international
environmental law.
The best senior speakers were Phuti Senyatsi (Northern Academy
Secondary School) with 71%, Madzanga Ramabulana (PEPPS
College Polokwane) with 70.50% and Gabrielle de Necker (Eagle’s
Nest Christian School) with 69.63%. The best performing team was
an independent team from three different schools. The speakers on
the team were all former provincial speakers: Phuti Senyatsi,
Nomphumelelo Mahlangu and Bohlokwa Malehlela. The best junior
speakers were Naledi Sebati (Taxila Secondary School) with 71%,
Qasim Osman with 69.50% and Alicia Mmethie (Eagle’s Nest
Christian School) with 69.13%. The best performing team was a
junior independent team with Ismail Gani, Faizaan Gani and Qasim
Osman.

Junior Speakers:
Tebogo Shamiso, Naledi Sebati, Qasim Osman, Koketjo Maphanga, Margaret
Libetwa
Boitumelo Phalane

Sixteen speakers were selected to represent the provincial team at
the national debating championship that would take place during the
December holidays in Port Elizabeth.This tournament also marked
the last tournament for Phuti Senyatsi from Northern Academy
Secondary School. Phuti started speaking for his school in his Grade
8 year and didn’t miss a single tournament. He also represented
Limpopo at all national tournaments since 2014 and was part of the
highest ranking Limpopo team in our history.

National Schools Debating Championships
The South African National Schools’ Debating Championship drew
240 speakers and over 100 adjudicators from 8 out of the 9
provinces of South Africa. All but Mpumalanga were represented at
this year’s tournament, Northern Cape and North-West joined us
for the first time.

Senior Speakers:

Hlengiwe Mashimbye, Tsosoletso Seabi, Lutricia le Roux, Madzanga
Ramabulana, Mahlako Kgomoeswana
Ofentse Makgato

